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Product data sheet

Wetrok Granusurf
Surface cleaner
Benefits:
Innovative, non-streak granulate surface cleaner for general cleaning.
More savings in storage and transport costs plus 100% dosing accuracy.
Application:
For maintenance cleaning of washable surfaces and floor coverings (plastic, glass,
stainless steel, natural and artificial stone, etc.); damp wiping with foam or
conventional damp/wet wiping.
Please note:
Add the cleaning granulate to a filled foam bottle, close and shake the foam bottle
vigorously for 30 seconds to completely dissolve the granulate.
Properties:
Pre-portioned cleaning granulate
Dissolves very quickly
High-lather
pH neutral (in application solution)
Scented
Blue colour
pH value of the application solution:

Recommended dosage (in cold water):
Maintenance cleaning
1 stick for 4 l of water
Maintenance cleaning
1 stick in 1 Wetrok foam bottle

Important ingredients:
Surfactants, fragrances, colouring agents
Storage / shelf-life:
Store in original container in a cool and dry location. Shelf-life of the sticks (unopened): 48 months. Use mixture within 7 days.
Recommended application methods:
Damp wiping (by hand)

Soak your cloth with cleaning solution and wring it out well. Wipe the entire
surface with the damp cloth.
Damp wiping (with foam, by hand )

Apply the cleaning foam in an “X” form on a folded cloth, then damp wipe the
entire surface (using the fold technique).
Wet mopping (by hand)

Dust mop or dry vacuum the floor surface to remove dust. Soak mop with cleaning
solution, wring out well and wet mop floor covering.
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